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Exact Inexact : A new shoptalk for coded architecture. 

The use of code to generate form and automated machines to produce said form has led to a false 

notion of the architect‟s ability to produce perfect form or reproduce a form multiple times while 

maintaining its exact characteristics. In parallel, the current text and shoptalk of coded 

architecture only adds to the falsity of exact form by explaining it through mathematics that 

creates only the basis of the form generators and never take into account all of the external 

conditions that do not carry the same level of precise modeling that mathematics seems to 

assume. Therefore, a rethinking of the current shoptalk is needed by looking at how it could be 

possible to use the exact qualities of coded design and fabrication as it intersects with the inexact 

qualities of certain 3D modeling and fabrication tools, mediums, and material. This could in turn 

produce a new series of forms that are more informed by understanding their qualities to act 

based on uncontrollable conditions rather than forcing them to respond within exact constraints. 

Think of it as generating form by breaking a rock with a hammer. By no means is it an exact 

process but by understanding the rocks qualities, the qualities of the hammer, the swing of the 

arm, you can begin to understand how to reproduce the way the rock breaks while maintaining 

certain characteristics of the break. The result is a series of precise breaks that have minute, 

detailed changes that take control of the rock‟s inexact qualities. This is not meant to evoke 

accident for the sake of accident because of uncontrollable conditions but a more controlled way 

of using uncontrollable conditions to better inform the design process.  
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In 1997, the Emergent Design Group [EDG] was formed at MIT‟s school of architecture and 

planning. The goal was to, “research new approaches to design at the intersection of architecture, 

engineering, artificial intelligence, and material science”
1
. Here, multiple plugins were created 

for the 3D modeling program Maya. The plugins (GermZ, MoSS, Weaver, and GENR8) used 

math equations to run simulations that created different types of form. GermZ focused on 

intelligent interaction with the user through a non-linear design process and creating multiple 

solutions. MoSS uses Lindenmayer systems to generate or grow surface structures within a three 

dimensional shaping environment. Weaver explores the use mathematical braiding or piping as a 

way of describing three dimensional patterns and form. Lastly, GENR8 is an innovative design 

tool that fuses growth languages such as L-systems with evolutionary algorithms in a way that 

allows back and forth exchange between user and tool.
1
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Examples of the coding used to generate form using MoSS in Maya.
2
 

                                                           
1
 EDG Online Source, web.mit.edu/edgsrc/www/# 

2
 Kangas, Markus. Modeling Surface and Structure Growth. web.mit.edu/edgsrc/www/moss 
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The MoSS program is explained as, “a useful tool for modeling biological growth… The 

environment adds controlled flexibility to the system which can emulate real world constraints.”
3
 

Based on that explanation and the examples of the code shown beforehand, people begin to 

assume that these plugins are going to create perfect and precise form that can be immediately 

and easily understood and thusly fabricated as such. The images below show what is actually 

created: 

Figure 2: Surface geometries resulting from MoSS plugin.
4
 

What was discovered very quickly was that even with the underlying mathematical structure, the 

forms being generated were anything but exact. They are messy, intersecting, overlapping and 

the same version was never able to be repeated exactly. This is where the conversation should be 

driven. These forms are unique because of the inexact properties and that should be taken 

advantage of. The programs ability to interact with the user gives the ability to produce multiple 

versions of this form by changing the code slightly so that one can gain detailed control over the 

discrepancies, allowing them to be used as a precise modeling tool. 

                                                           
3
 Kangas, Markus. Modeling Surface and Structure Growth. web.mit.edu/edgsrc/www/moss 

4
 EDG Online Source, web.mit.edu/edgsrc/www/# 
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Figure 3: Weiser and Testa pipe tower utilizes the plugin Weaver  

to create a sense of order out of chaos. 

A perfect example of using code‟s ability to take control of the inexact properties embedded 

within these mathematical generators is Devyn Weiser and Peter Testa‟s pipe tower. Locally, the 

strands and braiding appear messy and unorganized however when the condition is multiplied 

through the layering of that inexact condition, you achieve an organized set of geometry by 

understanding the conditions that effect the inexact properties.  

Moving into the material and fabrication side of coded design we can begin to look at how 

material and external tools can have a profound effect on the ability of robotic arms to be exact. 

Andrew Atwood is probably one of the first to create robotic machines in order to utilize a 

material‟s inexact properties with a sense of precision by creating machinery based on different 

material studies.  
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Figure 4: Andrew Atwood‟s resin deposition mechanism is  

created around the materials elastic properties.
5
 

By creating machines based around a material‟s inexact properties, Atwood has been able to use 

those properties within a framework of precision through layering, density, and repetition of 

exact mechanical attributes such as speed, path, and time.  

 

  

 

 

 

Figure 5: Sci_Arc Robot House produces paintings that utilize the precision of a robotic arm 

combined with the impression of a paint marker in order to produce controlled variances of 

streaks and contours. 

                                                           
5
 Andrew Atwood, atwood-a.com/projects 
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Portrait painting has been used to understand the robot‟s tendency to create unforeseen effects 

due to certain environmental and technical factors such as the properties of the tools, mediums, 

or manual interaction from humans. In this case, a marker was placed on the end of the arm and 

they are capable of producing streaks of very fine linework when they are used in a specific 

manner.  During later experiments we spent time trying to understand all the different parameters 

that can affect the type of streak, the density of the streaks, and the thickness of the lines. During 

final production we refined and mastered those parameters so that we could begin to control the 

discrepancies of the linework in a much more localized and decisive fashion. The parameters we 

were taking control over included the tension of the canvas as it was being hung, the dryness and 

thickness of the marker, the path of the marker, the amount of pressure given to the marker 

against the canvas, and the type of stroke. The result was a series of paintings that used a hand-

like wrist movement (much like a painter stoking a brush) along the contours of a face that were 

created by using a 3D model of a face within a digital interface. Each series of paintings changes 

slightly in density and lineweight as we pressed the canvas harder against the marker and 

allowed the marker to dry out over the course of its path.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Free form fabrication and real time modeling enables real time learning and updating 

of inexact conditions as they appear during the design process.
6
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 Phantom Geometry, Sci_Arc Robot House, Kyle & Liz von Hasseln 
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Phantom Geometry takes exact inexact to the next level by creating a real time modeling system 

that can learn and then design from moments that produce inexact occurrences. Here, 

occurrences of inexact properties can be taken into account as they arise during the design 

process allowing to process to change its parameters to better utilize such occurrences. “A key 

innovation is the use of real time data that does not originate in or require a 3D model as 

streaming information is used to generate an, „anexact body and visual assembly of data 

representing the multiple states and systems of that body.‟ Such interventions impact 

downstream geometry, resulting in a bifurcated object.”
7
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